Here's looking at you kid

what does a look say?

Work in pairs and take turns answering these questions.

1. **With eye contact, smile for 1 second**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

2. **With eye contact, smile for 5 seconds**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

3. **Without eye contact, smile for 1 second**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

4. **Without eye contact, smile for 5 seconds**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

5. **With eye contact, stare without smiling for 1 second**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

6. **With eye contact, stare without smiling for 5 seconds**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

7. **With eye contact, look sad for 1 second**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

8. **With eye contact, look sad for 5 seconds**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

9. **With eye contact, look angry for 1 second**
   Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

10. **With eye contact, look angry for 5 seconds**
    Tick a box below to show how this made you feel.

what do the faces mean?

super happy  very happy  happy  the same  sad  anxious  scared  angry